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THE IT GURU BEHIND THE 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

OF RCBANK

R
CBank ,the Bank of choice , the pride of Sierra Leone, has over the past two years undergone 

massive transformation in its  modus operandum, moving from a computerized bank with lots 

of paper-based processes to a near paperless entity. This transformation has been part of the 

brainchild of the CEO, Dr. Walton Gilpin, whose astute and forward -looking mind long envisaged a 

fast moving, digitalized organization that would make banking a very painless, enjoyable experience 

for the Bank's entire customer base.

To actualize this vision, the brilliant managing director realized that it would require skills, knowledge 

and energetic enthusiasm devoid of anything but a singular focus toward successful achievement of 

the objective, not influenced by memories of a bank that had experienced an almost decadent past, 

laced with much internal struggles. After careful analysis, deliberation and prayerful consultation, the 

decision was made to recruit a consultant that would fit the specification  mentioned above to take the 

bank on its digital journey. 

Enter Lithin Kumar Nasani.

 A young brilliant humble Indian raring with a passion to make his contribution to the dynamic world of 

Information Technology, Lithin quickly rose to the challenge of transforming the Bank's IT unit to a 

lively, robust and effective force, developing various applications (apps) to digitize various new 

products required by the Bank to upgrade and transform its customer service.

A qualified degree holder in Information Technology with eight years sound experience in mobile and 

web applications, Lithin is the brain behind the SIMKORPOR PLUS mobile app that has 'brought 

banking to the bedroom'. He has also created apps that facilitated the Bank's Corporate Banking 

product as well as its new Online Banking Service. As a result of further innovations, many of the 

Bank's corporate clients now have 

direct access to their accounts 

with special tailor-made features 

to enhance their specific banking 

requirements. Definitely Lithin has 

made significant contributions to 

the Bank's progress within the two 

years so far spent with RC Bank. 

This is just the tip of the iceberg. 

As the Bank prepares to upgrade 

its IT operations with a new, highly 

sophisticated Banking software, 

the X100, we are confident that's 

there is lots, lots more to come 

f r o m  L i t h i n  N a s a n i !  S t a y 

connected with RCBank!

LITHIN KUMAR NASANI
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